
Phil.	126				4/21/21 
2nd	Course	Papers: Info/first Topics   
Papers	due: May 6, 5pm           
 

Directions: Write a 2,100–3,150 word (about 6-9 pages, typed, double-spaced) paper on one 
of the topics listed below.  Papers are due May 6, by 5pm.  Successful papers will clearly 
explain the issues involved and the key argumentative moves made in the readings and/or 
discussed in class and sections, but will focus on advancing the discussion/argument in 
significant ways with new considerations or lines of argument of your own. (It is possible, 
even if not likely, that an updated version of this sheet with an added topic or two, will be 
issued in the next few days.)  

First four possible topics posted below; more to be posted on Friday (4/23) 

1. Explain what we have called Berkeley’s “epistemological argument,” in sections 18-20 of 
the Principles: what is he trying to show, and how does he argue for his conclusion? Explain 
how Reid responds to that argument. Then critically assess Berkeley’s argument in light of 
Reid’s response. Is Berkeley’s argument successful? Defend your answer. 

2. Berkeley thinks that a great advantage of his system is that it allows us escape skepticism 
about bodies (physical objects). Making sure to focus on section 87 of the Principles (though 
you can of course refer to other material, too), explain and critically assess this advantage 
that Berkeley thinks he has. Over which alternative does he think he has an advantage, and 
why does he think that? Then explain how Berkeley accounts for the difference between real 
and imaginary objects, and evaluate whether he might be subject to skepticism about 
whether a given object one experiences is a real one.  

3.	Briefly explain what we have called Hume’s “empiricist principle,” which connects which 
ideas one might have with what impressions one has had. Then explain at greater length the 
account of causation Hume gives in sect. 7 of Enquiry and how he uses his empiricist principle 
to arrive at that account. Critically assess Hume’s account of causation in light of what you 
take to be its weakest points. Should Hume have “banished” talk of causation as meaningless 
“jargon”?  

4. Explain and critically assess Hume’s argument (what I have been calling his “skeptical 
argument”) in section 4 of the Enquiry, being sure to explain where you think the argument 
might best be resisted.  


